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You’re Unique
This is a core belief of ACTIVE Playground Equipment. Your facility has unique site requirements. You have 
gifted children with varied needs. Your budget is different. You have a personal view of what makes a great 
playspace.  We want to hear your story. Take all the time you wish.  Only after we hear your full story will we 
begin to present some possible design solutions. We promise that our final playspace proposal will have your 
signature visible in every detail. 

This Isn’t a Catalogue
You’re not holding a “catalogue” with typical cookie-cutter solutions. Instead we’ve crafted this “Dream Book” 
to guide you through our portfolio. We suggest that you might want to pour yourself a fresh cup of coffee, 
get away from your desk, find a nice soft chair and leisurely browse our offerings.

Local Partners
The design phase of your project will most likely go 
through several drafts as we work with you to tweak the 
plan to perfection. It’s therefore quite likely that we will 
need to visit your facility more than once. For this reason, 
ACTIVE Playground Equipment has more than 15 highly 
qualified, enthusiastic, energetic and fully experienced 
Representatives throughout Ontario. There’s a greater 
than 80% probability that your Rep will have to travel 
less than one hour to visit your site. Having this resource 
so close will make your playspace design and installation 
as smooth and seamless as possible. 

A-la-carte Service
Our Rep will provide as much or as little help as you 
would like.  You might only need to add a single item to your existing playspace. Or maybe you need advice 
on maintaining an existing playstructure. Or perhaps you need the full “enchilada” - the complete playspace 
redesign.  We’re here to offer professional advice and partnering care regardless of the scope of your needs.  
Whether you represent a school, daycare, general contractor or landscape architect, we’re looking forward to 
carefully reviewing and meeting your needs.
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Site Survey to Site Plan
Depending on the extent of your needs your Rep will obtain as many site details as possible on the first site 
visit.  This will include measuring the existing perimeters, elevations, slopes and marking all other site features 
such as trees, benches, catch basins etc. 
Our design team will then work closely with your 
Rep using this site information to produce a 
detailed site plan and photorealistic renderings 
of your playspace.  

Note to landscape architects:  Our 2D and 3D Cad 
files are available in numerous industry standard 
formats for simple inclusion into your site design 
package.

A Complete Portfolio
Although ACTIVE has been manufacturing a 
broad line of play equipment for decades we 
purposely don’t try to do it all.  We believe there 
are other suppliers of playground equipment that 
are best-of-breed in their niche.  Over years, we 
have carefully selected a portfolio of suppliers 
based on the quality and uniqueness of their 
product offerings as well as their commitment  to 
ACTIVE’s approach to service and play flow. 
This broad selection of products means that we 
will have just the right piece to fit your space, 
budget and play requirements. 
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CSA Compliance Guaranteed
Our finished playspaces are guaranteed to comply 
with the most current CSA Z-641 Standards for 
Playground Equipment.  And our goal is not to simply 
comply, but to ensure that this happens before you 
receive your independent inspection.  That’s piece-of-
mind for you and confidence that your playspace will 
be designed and installed to the highest standards.

We Want to Stay Small
Today, ACTIVE is recognized as one of the leading 
playground providers of playspaces in Ontario.  Why 
is this? Because we don’t believe bigger is necessarily 
better. While other manufacturers have a national 
focus, ACTIVE has purposely chosen to remain a 
regional supplier only.  That’s right.  We don’t install 
play equipment in any other province and have no 
intentions of expanding. How does this help you? It 
ensures that every order has “a face” and a real name. 
You’re not an “order”. You’re a neighbour (And yes, 
locals spell that word with a “u” even when our word 
processors try to prompt us otherwise!).

complete design & installationcomplete design & installation

More Than a Manufacturer
Some playground projects can be complex with site 
preparation, equipment installation, fences, bike paths 
and sidewalks etc.  This can require considerable time 
and effort coordinating contractors and making sure 
the right hand knows what the left hand is doing.  We 
keep things simple for you, always being focused on 
our customer’s needs. 

ACTIVE Playground Equipment has the unique 
advantage of being both a manufacturer and a 
turn-key installation expert.  We don’t just supply 
our manufactured equipment to a third party 
independent contractor to install. Instead, our team 
of ACTIVE exclusive installers is experienced in all 
the different disciplines required to complete your 
project. 

Single Source
Because we are able to take care of all the hassle and 
organization or your playspace installation, you don’t 
need to write separate purchase orders to multiple 
suppliers if you don’t want to.  From initial design 
right through to adjacent landscaping, we’re your 
single-stop-source.  Our installation team will remain 
on the site from the first shovel to the last sweep.  

And that means the entire installation process will 
be completed promptly and with less interference to 
your operations.

your personal guide your personal guide
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Safety in Playspace Design
A safe playground means more than just structural safety.  
Every playspace we design provides a perfect balance 
between excitement and challenge without compromising 
safety. 

And this balance is extended right through our company. 
ACTIVE Playground provides an exciting and safe career 
choice for the over 30 people on our team. 

Safety in Engineering
The Safe-Fit system eliminates the need for unsightly 
clamps.  The requirement for adjustment is removed and 
strength is maximized through direct-bolt attachment.  This 
results in less maintenance with a distinctive and elegant 
appearance.

Durability in Fabrication
Our welding process and standards are subject to bi-monthly testing by the Canadian Welding 
Bureau.  Our welders are also tested and recertified bi-annually.  Our play components and 
structural elements are tested by third party engineers for compliance to applicable CSA and 
Ontario Building Code standards. 

Confidence and Consistency in Raw Materials
We craft your play structure right here in Ontario using raw materials sourced from regional suppliers. All 
coloured steel coatings are also finished locally.  This eliminates uncertainty surrounding offshore imports and 
ensures that the material specifications and workmanship quality remain within the specified parameters.

your personal guideyour personal guide
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Universal Design

At ACTIVE we believe that an inclusive playspace should support the rights 
of all children to play side by side with their peers. We embrace the diversity 
of all our children and creatively design a playspace that welcomes all to play 
together.  Our goal is to remove barriers and create pathways while providing 
maximum play value for each child’s unique needs and abilities.

Understanding Inclusivity and Universal Design

The actual definition of Universal Design is “the design of products and environments to be usable by all 
people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design.” (Centre for 
Universal Design, 1997).  

Many accessible playgrounds have zones that are designed for children of different abilities.  Or there may be 
an area that has an ‘accessible section’ and one that has a series of play components that may have limited or 
no access.  Inclusivity and Universal Design is a philosophy of playground design that allows for all children 
to play side by side regardless of ability.  Therefore, Inclusivity and Universal Design must create a play 
environment that is not zone-prejudiced to different abilities, and allows users to interact inclusively and 
universally throughout the playscape.  It takes accessibility much further. 

Accessible Design

Accessibility typically refers to minimum accessibility standards as set forth under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA). Although it is important to use the ADA as a reference, Active Playground Equipment is 
not satisfied only the minimum accessibility requirements while giving no consideration to play value.  

Our belief is that a good playspace design will utilize the ideals of Universal Design will result in a welcoming 
environment while maximizing play opportunities and play value for ALL.

Fully Accessible Ramps

Fully accessible ramps ensure everyone has access to an elevated structure.  All children want to enjoy the 
sensation of height and a ‘bird’s-eye view’.

ADA Transfer Station

Transfer Stations are intended for children to ‘transfer’ from mobility devices to the play structure.  They are 
then frequently required to use their limited strength and mobility to access to elevated play components.  
This minimal approach typically doesn’t satisfy the needs of any of the participants.  For a wider spectrum of 
users, we recommend multiple means of access to elevated platforms.

ACTIVE Playground Equipment is fully committed to the sustainability of our global environment.  Every 
product, vendor and process is reviewed to ensure that we minimize our impact on the environment and 
that we contribute to healthy communities through play.  The following is a simple, short list on some of the 
proactive steps we’ve taken in our sustainability commitment.  Our commitment is more accurately measured 
in the many small steps we take each day.

Lower Shipping Distances through Regional Suppliers 
The components and play structures that we manufacture are predominantly made right here in Ontario.  
Whenever possible, we partner with suppliers and obtain raw materials regionally.  This ensures that the 
carbon footprint of your final installation will contains the least shipping kilometers possible.

‘Recycled’ Raw Materials
Our play structures are made from steel that has a minimum 35% recycled content.  All of our PVC is free 
of hazardous heavy metals such as lead.  Additionally, phthalate plasticizers (historically used as softeners 
in PVC) have been reduced to be compliant with recent legislation that was initiated in California and has 
subsequently been adopted in Ontario.  An essential specification in all our packaging material is to have an 
above average recycled content.

‘Efficient’ Processes
Although there is an abundance of readily available refurbished metal fabrication equipment, ACTIVE has 
consistently designed and/or purchased the newest equipment available in order to reduce our energy 
consumption.  Lean manufacturing has allowed us to cut lead times while simultaneously reducing our 
finished goods inventory.  Flexible work schedules have allowed us to spread our production to off-peak energy 
consumption periods.  Over 80% of our production waste (from metal to office paper) is recycled.

Keeping Costs Low with Green  Implementation
Over the long term, having a cleaner environment and a reduced manufacturing footprint will increase the 
quality of life for the human family. When you complete your playspace purchase using ACTIVE, you join our 
large and growing team of environmentally committed partners.  Welcome to the healthier world of ACTIVE.

active green

your personal guide your personal guide

accessibility
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Beginnings

Early childhood professionals like you understand 

how play positively influences the growth of 

young children.

Research indicates that children learn best in 

an environment which allows them to explore, 

discover, and play.  Play is closely tied to the 

development of cognitive, socio-emotional, and 

physical behaviors.  Our Beginnings line inspires 

growth in these key attributes.  

Whether your children have a small space or a 

wide area to roam, these products will provide 

the perfect balance of safety and challenge to 

help develop important fundamental skills.

“You can discover more in an hour 
of play than you can in a lifetime 

of conversation.”
      - PLATO
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beginnings
beginnings

Small spaces for big imaginations.  Pretend play is one of the most important types of play 

in the early years.  Creating a play space with play huts, interactive features and bike paths 

encourages cognitive and social development in an atmosphere where children thrive.

Kids love the cozy space under a platform.  This is their world of “make believe”.  Active 

Playground offers a large selection of creative and interactive panels to engage them in this 

important play.  Let the fun begin.

Discovery JS6-9218

Ages: 18 mo. - 5 years
Footprint  12’ x 5’
Overall Surfacing 24’ x 17’
Fall Height 3 ‘

KEYHOLE

CHALK

BELLS

STORE

TUNNEL

KEYHOLE
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Discovery TE2-04279B

Ages: 18 mo. - 5 years
Footprint  18’ x 12’
Overall Surfacing 30’ x 24’
Fall Height 8 ‘

ELBOW

LADDER36

48

BUBBLE

DOUBLE SLIDE

TOADSTOOL

STORE
BALCONY WHEEL

Discovery FSE-01279

Ages: 18 mo. - 5 years
Footprint  12’ x 9’
Overall Surfacing 24’ x 20’
Fall Height 7 ‘

ELBOW

STAIRS
FISHES

SAILING SHIP

LADDER

36 2430

beginnings
beginnings

beginnings beginnings
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48
36

48

DOUBLE SLIDE

BEDROCK

ELBOW

STAIRS

PANEL 
CLIMBER

BALCONY
STORE

Discovery CO5-8118

Ages: 18 mo. - 5 years
Footprint  20’ x 15’
Overall Surfacing 32’ x 26’
Fall Height 8 ‘

beginnings
beginnings

beginnings beginnings
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48

36 16
12

DOUBLE
SLIDE

TALK TUBE

TUNNEL

LADDER

BALCONY

BEDROCK

MONKEY
BARS

Discovery UN1-05219

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  16’ x 19’
Overall Surfacing 28’ x 30’
Fall Height 8 ‘

beginnings
beginnings

beginnings beginnings
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Discovery NT3-0022

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  9’ x 11’
Overall Surfacing 20’ x 32’
Fall Height 6 ‘

SLIDE

24 12

TUNNEL

GADGET

BUBBLE

BALCONY

beginnings
beginnings com

ponents

beginnings beginnings

pHex Huts
• available with dozens of panel options.

pMusicMaker ‘Rain Wheel’ pMusicMaker ‘Whistle’ pHemi Spin

pSammy Serpent
• imaginative crawl tunnel

pCreative Panel Centre
• many play options available



RUBBER DOLPHIN

RUBBER ALLIGATOR

RUBBER FROG

RUBBER CLIMBING BOULDERS

RUBBER TURTLE

QUAD ROCKER WITH TILT MAZE- AVAILABLE IN 2 OR 4 USERS PANEL CENTRE (ADA)

22  23

pPierceton Rubber Rocks & Animals

The PlayPet Climbers are soft, fun, lovable and 
add an exciting element to any playspace.  
PlayPets are a great tool in enhancing early 
childhood development.  As children play 
on the climbers, they grow their motor skills, 
improve coordination, agility, balance, and 
imagination all while having fun.

pLittle Seats

pTruck (ADA)

pAccessible Truck

pPunch Buggy

beginnings beginnings

beginnings components
beginnings com

ponents

NEW! 

Teeter 
Totter 
Double
• single, double or triple

pBedrock Bridge

NEW!

p



“Mankind owes to the child 
the best it has to give.”

 - U.N. CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

Discovery Series Post & Deck

The perfect playground is often a balance.  A balance 

between space and budget.  Between colour and 

components.

Discovery Series play structures are perfect for those 

who need a durable and strong playstructure but 

may have limited space.  

Although  Discovery has a smaller footprint, it 

doesn’t compromise challenge and fun.  Instead, 

Discovery is a perfect balance of strength, aesthetics 

and creativity and can be customized in any way to 

fit your requirements.

Quick-Specs

Deck Size:  40” x 40”

Post Size: 3 1/2” diameter
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ELBOW SLIDE

ZIPPER

ORBITER

WAVY SLIDE

SNAKE BELLY BOX CLIMBER

RAPPEL CHAIN
60

72 60 48
36

Discovery AA8-6049B

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint: 11’ x 25’
Overall Surfacing:  23’ x 37’
Fall Height: 10’

Discovery Series Play Structures  constructed using 3 1/2” diameter galvanized steel posts, and 

40” x 40” decks.  

The Discovery Series play structures have more of a compact footprint (when compared to our 

Xpedition playstructures) without being too small. The creative panel design and the round posts 

create a very balanced and proportionate appearance, and can be designed for CSA designated age 

groups from 18 months, right up to 12 years.

The Discovery Series is perfect for schools and daycares where a smaller, more compact play 

structure is needed.

discovery series post & deck structures

discovery series discovery series

Heavy Duty Die-Cast 
Aluminum MultiFastener with 
Aesthetically appealing radii.
Factory-installed.

Cast Aluminum 
dome cap, factory 
installed.

3.5” Round 13 gauge 
Steel Posts galvanized 
with Allied Steel’s 
FloCoat technology.  
Superior corrosion 
resistance, and stability. 

316 Stainless-Steel Vandal-
resistent bolts and hardware.

discovery series post &
 deck structures
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Discovery ASM-09309B
Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  44’ x 90’
Overall Surfacing 443’ x 990’
Fall Height 8 ‘

BEDROCK 
CLIMBER

BALCONY
AND STORE

45º TUNNEL

WAVY SLIDE

48

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series
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WAVY SLIDE WAVY SLIDE

STEEL 
CARGO NET

STORE 
PANEL

LOCH NESS
RAPPEL

4860

Discovery SS7-5238

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  21’ x 11’
Overall Surfacing 37’ x 23’
Fall Height 9 ‘

DOUBLE
WAVY SLIDE

BEDROCK 
CLIMBER

ELBOW 
SLIDE

PANEL 
CLIMBERBALCONY

STORE PANEL
BELOW

48 36

Discovery CS5-3068

Ages: 18 mo. - 5 years
Footprint  20’ x 10’
Overall Surfacing 32’ x 22’
Fall Height 8 ‘

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series
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12 36
24 48 48

PANEL
CLIMBER

DOLPHIN 
PANEL

TUNNEL
BRIDGE

TUNNEL
BELOW

DOUBLE 
WAVY 
SLIDE

TUNNEL

BEDROCK 
CLIMBER

ELBOW 
SLIDE

CHALKBOARD

discovery series discovery series

discovery series post &
 deck structures

Discovery NC2-07099

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  18’ x 18’
Overall Surfacing 29’ x 29’
Fall Height 8 ‘

discovery series post & deck structures
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Discovery GC1-06089

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  15’ x 10’
Overall Surfacing 27’ x 22’
Fall Height 7’6”

48
WAVY SLIDE

BEDROCK CLIMBER

BALCONY WITH
STORE PANEL BELOW

Discovery FA5-1088

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  26’ x 13’
Overall Surfacing 38’ x 25’
Fall Height 8 ‘ 6”

DOUBLE 
WAVY SLIDE

ARCHED 
BRIDGE

BALCONY

ELBOW SLIDEBEDROCK CLIMBER

PANEL 
CLIMBER

CRAWL TUNNEL BRIDGE

48 48

48
36

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series
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Discovery ST9-5119

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  20’ x 17’
Overall Surfacing 32’ x 29’
Fall Height 8‘ 6”

48 48

36

DOUBLE WAVE SLIDE
ELBOW SLIDE

ARCHED 
BRIDGE

BALCONY DECK 
WITH PERISCOPE

CASTLE ROOF 
DESIGN

BEDROCK 
CLIMBER

TOADSTOOL 
CLIMBER

CASTLE PANEL

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series
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Discovery GVA-10029D

Ages: 5 yrs - 12 years
Footprint  33’ x 50’
Overall Surfacing 45’ x 62’
Fall Height 9’6”‘

ELBOW SLIDE SPIRAL SLIDE APEX

ORBITER

DUO GLIDE

ARCHED BRIDGE ARCHED BRIDGE

TUNNEL BRIDGE

CATWALK

DOUBLE 
WAVY SLIDERAVINE

SIGNAL MT. RAPPEL

RING TANGLE

TOADSTOOL

60

60 60 60

48

48

48

60 72

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series
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Discovery COS-03150C

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  13’ x 23’
Overall Surfacing 25’ x 35’
Fall Height 9 ‘

SPIRAL 
SLIDE

TALK TUBE

BOX CLIMBER

TOADSTOOL

DOUBLE WAVY SLIDE

BEDROCK 
CLIMBER RIPPLE 

LADDER

48 60 70

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series
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Discovery OL1-05129

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  20’ x 20’
Overall Surfacing 32’ x 32’
Fall Height 9 ‘

36 48
60

72
ELBOW 
SLIDE

BUBBLE

TUNNEL 
BELOW

BEDROCK 
CLIMBER

1/2 CIRCLE
CLIMBER

DUOGLIDE 
SLIDE

CACTUS 
CLIMBER

SPIRAL 
SLIDE

discovery series post & deck structures
discovery series post &

 deck structures

discovery series discovery series



“Life must be lived as play.”
      - PLATO

Xpedition Park-Grade Playgrounds

 

Let’s face it - kids are hard on everything.  It 

doesn’t matter whether it’s a pair of jeans or 

a bike, it seems like children are one of the 

strongest forces of nature!  That’s why when 

you need the strongest, and most durable play 

structures, Xpedition is the perfect choice. 

Xpedition is ideal for city parks and schools 

with tons of kids and constant use.  It’s built 

with large diameter support posts for strength 

and durability.  Because of the large deck 

platforms, Xpedition encourages a more open 

play flow.  

Xpedition has been designed to be strong 

enough to withstand the test of time ... and 

the test of kids!

Quick-Specs

Deck Size:  48” x 48”

Post Size: 5” diameter
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Xpedition NP1-03170

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  24’ x 24’
Overall Surfacing 36’ x 36’
Fall Height 11‘

60
60

48

6

72

ELBOW 
SLIDE

LIGHTNING
CLIMBER FIREPOLE

SPIRAL 
SLIDE

CHAIN RUNG 
LADDER

ACC. LET’S 
DRIVE PANEL

SPIN & WIN
PANEL

ACC. RAMP

360° 
SPINNER

TEAR DROP

PANEL CENTER

Xpedition features a larger deck footprint (48”x48”), robust round posts (5” dia), and an elegant 

panel design similar to our Discovery playstructures.  It also features our durable multifastener 

system which makes installation more streamlined and the final product rock-solid.

When combined with our exclusive rotational molded components, unique metal climbers and 

wide array of deck choices, the Xpedition line will meet your most demanding design requirements.

VE
RT

IC
A

L 
M

O
U

N
T

HORIZONTAL MOUNT

Panels mount on two axis, both to the 
vertical post and the horizontal deck.  This 
system provides maximum overall system 
stability.

Heavy Duty Die-Cast Aluminum 
MultiFastener with Aesthetically 
appealing radii.Factory-installed.

Cast Aluminum 
dome cap, factory 
installed.

5” Round 13 gauge Steel 
Posts galvanized with 
Allied Steel’s FloCoat 
technology.  Superior 
corrosion resistance, and 
stability. 

316 Stainless-Steel Vandal-
resistent bolts and hardware.

xpedition series xpedition series

xpedition series 
xpedition series
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- ACCESSIBLE ENTRANCE

60
48 18

12
ELBOW 
SLIDE

DUOGLIDE 
SLIDE

RAVINE 
CLIMBER

PITTER 
PATTER

THE LINK

CATWALK 
BRIDGE

STORE
PANEL APEX

ACC. LET’S 
DRIVE PANEL

CUSTOM 
SIGN PANEL

Xpedition WN5-9210

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  33’ x 42’
Overall Surfacing 44’ x 53’
Fall Height 10 ‘

xpedition series xpedition series

xpedition series 
xpedition series



Xpedition  JC1-11189C

Ages: 18 mo. - 12 years
Footprint  49’ x 27’
Overall Surfacing 61’ x 38’
Fall Height 11 ‘

1218
48
36

24

60

ACCESSIBLE RAMP

SIDE WINDER
CROSSING

ROCK WALL

LANDSLIDE 
SPIRAL RIPPLE TEARDROP

ACCESSIBLE 
TURNING BAR

SKYWHEEL

TALK TUBE

ORBITERS

50  51  xpedition series xpedition series

xpedition series 
xpedition series
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Xpedition KP2-01280C

Ages: 5 years - 12 years
Footprint  48’ x 47’
Overall Surfacing 60’ x 58’
Fall Height 10 ‘

10
10

22

46

58
70

CLIFFHANGER

STEPPING PODS

SPIDERWEB

ORBITER

TIC-TAC-TOE

SKYWHEEL
MONKEY 

BARS

LINK
 CHALLENGE

TURNING BAR

TANGLE 

LIGHTNING

DUOGLIDE 
SLIDE

WAVY SLIDE

BENT 
LADDER

CHAIN RUNG 
LADDER

BOX 
RUNG
BELLS

ABACUS

CATWALK

SPINNER 
BOWLS

xpedition series xpedition series

xpedition series 
xpedition series
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Xpedition SA1-18020

Ages: 5 yrs - 12 years
Footprint  18’ x 26’
Overall Surfacing 29’ x 38’ 
(Unit Only)
Fall Height 10 ‘

72
60

WAVY SLIDE

LOCH NESS

ROCK WALL

DOUBLE SLIDERING TANGLE

RIPPLE 
LADDER

xpedition series xpedition series

xpedition series 
xpedition series



“There are no great people in this 
world, only great challenges which 

ordinary people rise to meet.”
       - WILLIAM FREDERICK HALSEY, JR.

More Play

As playspace design experts, we know that a playspace is 

much more than just a playstructure by itself.

A great playspace includes play events that provide the 

opportunity for children to develop themselves and gain 

self esteem by successfully negotiating and conquering 

obstacles as they play.  

The collection of suppliers featured in this section 

offer the most innovative and exciting play equipment 

available anywhere.

elephant play   76

horizons   78

freestyle360   82

climbing boulders   88

exploration playgrounds   90

activeFIT! outdoor fitness   92

xccent motion equipment   94

sandboxes   96

natural playgrounds   98

shade elements   100
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Elephant®Play playground equipment is committed to crafting:

• Dynamic motion and active play that get kids moving

• Group and social play to maximize the play value

• Innovative designs without compromising safety standards, accessibility and quality

Elephant®Play is an innovative manufacturer of commercial cord-based playground equipment. Since 

its inception, Elephant®Play has gone the extra mile to create multi-dimensional play structure designs 

encouraging dynamic play in children of all ages.  

With child obesity on the rise in North America, Elephant®Play playground equipment encourages children 

to engage in physical activity and group play. There are many stimulating play opportunities offered by 

dynamically moving cord-based playground equipment. The majority of Elephant®Play’s playground 

equipment rotates, spins, rocks and/or swings. The movements of the playground equipment combined 

with multiple climbing opportunities enable children to enjoy a multi-dimensional play experience.

Elephant®Play equipment is designed with safety in mind. 

All of the company equipment minimizes the potential 

for injury with high shock absorption elements, and 

little risk of skidding or clothing entrapment.

Carefully selected high-quality materials ensure that 

Elephant®Play playground equipment is highly durable, 

low-maintenance and extremely safe.

Quick-Specs

- Cord: 20 mm dia

- Structure: Stainless steel and aluminum

- ADA Accessible NEW! pNew Spinneround
ages 5-12

pSingle Mast Net
ages 5-12
• a favourite net style climber

pTriple Arched Swing
ages 5-12
• the most fun and unique 
swings ever made

elephant play cord based equipment
elephant play cord based equipm

ent

more play more play

NEW!

pRotating Dish
ages 5-12
• rotates to the motion and 
gravity of the children

pRotating Net with 
Deck
ages 5-12
• innovation that rotates to the 
motion of the children

pRotating Basket
ages 5-12
• rotating basket style climber

pRotating Top
ages 5-12
• rotating steel and cable top

pDouble Arched Swing
ages 5-12
• the most fun and unique 
swings ever made

pSingle Arched Swing
ages 5-12
• the most fun and unique 
swings ever made



FREESTYLE EJ1-02040

FREESTYLE WP1-02100D

FREESTYLE E-08110

Freestyle360 Playgrounds are eliptical, challenging, non-linear challenge equipment built 

primarily from cables and freeflowing galvanized steel supports.  Freestyle360 encourages 

agility, balance and upper body strength and coordination.

freestyle360 challenging equipment
freestyle360  challenging equipm

ent

more play 8382 more play
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freestyle360 challenging equipment

Freestyle SAI-04260

Ages: 5 yrs - 12 yrs
Footprint  25’ x 39’
Overall Surfacing 37’ x 51’
Fall Height 11‘

freestyle360  challenging equipm
ent

more play more play
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freestyle360 challenging equipment

Freestyle SAI-03190B

Ages: 5 yrs - 12 yrs
Footprint  26’ x 31’
Overall Surfacing 38’ x 43’
Fall Height 11‘

freestyle360  challenging equipm
ent

more play more play



pHeavy Duty Stitching and Fabric pStainless Steel Fasteners
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SunSafe fabric shade structures provide an inexpensive solution to provide 
shade to your playspace.  With durable and fade-resistent multi-seamed fabric, 
and corrosion resistent stainless steel fasteners, SunSafe is a beautiful addition to 
protect from the harmful rays of the sun.

pCustom Pergolas
Our custom pergolas are built on site and blend well into your natural playground 
surroundings.  Constructed from arsenic-free wood, our pergolas can be built to 
any size and can be adjusted to give off any level of shade you require.  They 
provide an organic looking natural garden experience and can provide an 
excellent covering for sandboxes.

p4-Support Shade
The dramatic ‘Sail’ appearance of this shade option will brighten any playspace with its 
simple yet beautiful aesthetic.  Sails are available in a variety of colour combinations and 
sizes.  They can be strategically placed in your playspace for optimal shade protection.

more play more play

shade elements

• Please check with your local Active Playground representative for more shade options.

shade elem
ents



“Learning is the discovery that 
something is possible.”

   - FRITZ PERLS

Surfacing Choices

Each year, over 200,000 children are injured on 

North America‘s playgrounds. That’s one every 2.5 

minutes. Falls to the playground surface are the 

number 1 contributing factor in playground injuries.

The following are surfacing choices for your play 

space solution. Included are different products 

of styles, purposes and types. Your ACTIVE 

Representative can direct you to the perfect 

surfacing solution for you.

Surfacing Choices



Turf Layer
(with optional durafil ceramic quartz infill)

Impact Attenuating Layer

Drainage Stone
(thickness varies per site requirements)

Compacted Sub-base
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composite activeturf 

ActiveTurf is a beautiful and functional surfacing system designed to provide the appearance 

of natural grass. The resilience of the polyethylene blades and the longevity of the final product 

combines to form a high value unitary surfacing system. 

The turf can be installed to provide fall protection below your playground equipment or if you are 

looking for a solution for high traffic areas where grass is difficult to grow. Active Turf provides a 

cost effective natural looking grass area that is clean and easy to maintain. 

When used for fall protection below equipment or adjacent to other forms of safety surfacing, the 

overall appearance of the site is truly realistic.

Benefits
- Natural appearance

- ADA Accessible

- 10-year Pro-rated warranty.

-  Perfect for shady, muddy areas where grass does not grow

com
posite active turf

• Surfacing solutions are always being improved for performance.  Please check with your local Active Playground representative for the most current specifications.

 Natural-Looking Choice
Many playspaces are in highly shaded 
areas that it difficult for natural grass to 
grow.  These areas can turn muddy and 
can create a very dirty play environment. 
 
ActiveTurf looks completely natural and 
is virtually maintenance-free requiring 
no cutting, watering and pesticide 
application and only an occasional 
cleaning.

p

 Textures, Patterns, Contrasts
Part of a beautifully designed playspace 
is to create textures, patterns and 
shapes with different types of surfacing.  
ActiveTurf is one type of surfacing that 
creates a beautiful natural contrast with 
other surfacing materials such as concrete 
bike paths.

p
 Perfect Protective Surfacing Solution
ActiveTurf is an engineered multi-layered protective surfacing 
solution that will comply with fall heights up to 12 ft. 

This multi-layered system includes a compacted sub-base, a medium 
density attenuating layer, a high-density attenuating later and the 
aesthetic turf layer.

This versatile peformance will allow for application in most play areas 
and all age groups, including accessibility for mobility devices.

p

surfacing choices surfacing choices

Before ActiveTurf Installation After ActiveTurf Installation
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loose fill wood fibre 

WOODCARPET® engineered wood fiber is produced from an exclusive network of production 

facilities throughout all 50 states and Canada. These products are 3rd party certified and meet 

ASTM, ADA, CPSC & CSA standards and backed by comprehensive warranty.

WOODCARPET® is shredded wood, comprised of randomly sized softwoods and or hardwoods 

which average 1”-2” in length and contain a maximum of 15% fines to aid in compaction.  It is 

non-toxic and does not contain paint, chemicals, or additives.  WOODCARPET® contains minimal 

bark, and is free of twigs, leaf debris and other organic material. It is certified as non-flammable.  

WOODCARPET® depth, after installation, must be in accordance with ASTM F1292 impact 

attenuation standard and meet guidelines for critical fall height as set forth by the ASTM 

F1487 standard meets the requirements of the ASTM F2075 engineered wood fiber standard 

which currently tests for metal and 

arsenic. It also meets ASTM F1951 for 

determination of accessibility of surface 

systems under and around playground 

equipment.

Benefits
- Economical

- 100% Natural and Organic

- Fall Heights up to 14’

- Meets ADA, ASTM, CPSC, and CSA 

standards

• Surfacing solutions are always being improved for performance.  Please check with your local Active Playground representative for the most current specifications.

 Blends Into Your 
Environment
WoodCarpet will naturally blend into 
your existing environment with it’s 
organic colour and texture.

p

 Natural and Organic
WoodCarpet is a completely natural 
protective surfacing solution and utilizes 
virgin hardwood and never any reclaimed 
or waste material.

p
 Easy to Install
In most cases, wood fibre can be installed 
in one day depending upon the overall 
size of the play area.

WoodCarpet as with other surfacing, solu-
tions, requires proper drainage to prolong 
the longevity and playabity of this surfac-
ing solution. 

p

loose fill w
ood fibre

surfacing choices surfacing choices
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loose fill rubber 

Loose Rubber Playground Mulch

Rubber Mulch absorbs shock better than sand, wood mulch, or pour-in-place surfaces. This shock 

absorbency should result in fewer injuries (particularly long bone injury) due to falling.

Rubber Mulch has a guaranteed colorfast guaranteed for 12 years and does not break down. 

There’s less refreshment cost than with wood-based products. 

Rubber is significantly heavier than wood, so it does not blow or wash away, even in heavy rain. 

Rubber Mulch is softer than wood, sand, or gravel.  

Rubber mulch is non-toxic and promotes a healthy environment.  It inhibits mold and fungus 

growth, and is a poor habitat for insects and rodents.  Rubber mulch has excellent drainage 

qualities, reducing mud in play areas.  It has less dust than with other alternatives (like sand and 

peastone) and controls weed growth.   

We offer eight standard colors to complement your projects:  Black, Blue, Brown, Red, Green, 

Cedar, Rustic and Jungle.

• Surfacing solutions are always being improved for performance.  Please check with your local Active Playground representative for the most current specifications.

loose fill rubber

surfacing choices surfacing choices

pAesthetic Earthtone Appearance
Loose rubber mulch stays put, doesn’t blow 
away, and reduces weed growth.
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loose aggregate sand and peastone

Loose Aggregate Surfacing

Using natural, loose aggregates in your play space is a very economical protective surfacing 

solution.  Children love to create and build with sand, and by using it for your protective surfacing 

area, you have created one large creative, tactile experience.  

Washed Sand

Sand is the most inexpensive surfacing solution. Unfortunately, sand is abrasive and can quickly 

damage the coating on any playground.  Sand is also easy to track into adjacent buildings. Even 

well drained sand contains moisture. This can dramatically effect fall height performance during 

cold seasons. ACTIVE Playground only supplies carefully graded sand to minimize this effect.

3/8 Washed Peastone

Pea Stone is another inexpensive surfacing solution, 

and is typically cleaner and requires less maintenance 

than sand. Peastone consists of small pebbles, with 

an average diameter of 3/8” - 1/2”.  Peastone is easy 

to find, and easy to replace. Peastone will develop 

‘hard-pan’ 2-4” from the surface due to migrating 

dust.  The best practice is to roto-till each spring in 

order to restore fall height properties.

Benefits
- Inexpensive

- Easy to source

- Sand has an inherent creative element

• Surfacing solutions are always being improved for performance.  Please check with your local Active Playground representative for the most current specifications.

 Create and Sculpture
Natural sand has an inherent creative 
element.  Kids love to mold, make and 
create sculptures in sand.

p

 Inexpensive and Easy to 
Find
Pea Stone is another inexpensive 
surfacing solution, and is typically 
cleaner and requires less maintenance 
than sand. 

Peastone consists of small pebbles, with 
an average diameter of 3/8” - 1/2”.

Peastone is easy to find, and easy to 
replace but may develop ‘hard-pan’ 2-4” 
from the surface due to migrating dust. 

The best practice is to roto-till each 
Spring in order to restore fall height 
properties.

p

 Natural Sand
Keep sand and peastone fluffy by roto-
tilling frequently.

p

loose aggregate sand and peastone

surfacing choices surfacing choices



“All glory comes from 
daring to begin.”

   - EUGENE F. WARE
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“Play is training for the unexpected.”
   - MARC BEKOFF
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“Oh, the places 
you’ll go....”

  - DR. SEUSS
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Active Playground Equipm
ent   4

124 Kendall St., Point Edward, ON  N7V 4G5  Canada
Phone:  1.800.463.2361  Fax:  519.337.3444

www.ApePlayground.com

Representative:  




